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Constraint on the E�etive Number of Neutrino Speies from theWMAP and SDSS LRG Power SpetraKazuhide Ihikawa, Masahiro KawasakiInstitute for Cosmi Ray Researh,University of Tokyo, Kashiwa 277 8582, JapanFuminobu TakahashiDeutshes Elektronen Synhrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany(Dated: April 9, 2007)AbstratWe derive onstraint on the e�etive number of neutrino speies N� from the osmi mirowavebakground power spetrum of the WMAP and galaxy lustering power spetrum of the SDSSluminous red galaxies (LRGs). Using these two latest data sets of CMB and galaxy lusteringalone, we obtain the limit 0:9 < N� < 8:2 (95% C.L.) for the power-law �CDM at universe, withno external prior. The lower limit orresponds to the lower bound on the reheating temperatureof the universe TR > 2 MeV.
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe standard model of osmology with the onordane set of parameters an su-essfully reprodue a broad range of the osmologial data suh as the big bang nule-osynthesis (BBN), the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) anisotropies and large salestruture (LSS). The relativisti degrees of freedom present after the BBN epoh in thestandard osmology are photons and three generations of neutrinos. In models of partilephysis/osmology, however, there are many andidates that ould additionally ontributeto the relativisti omponents of the universe: sterile neutrinos [1℄, gravitational waves,(pseudo-)Nambu-Goldstone bosons suh as axions [2℄ and majorons [3℄, and the ative neu-trinos themselves if they have large lepton asymmetries [4℄. Furthermore, the energy densityof the relativisti partiles an be smaller than in the standard osmology, if the thermal-ization of the neutrinos are ine�etive as in the MeV-sale reheating senarios [5, 6℄. Infat, in a ertain lass of models, espeially those aompanied by the late-time entropyprodution [7℄, the (�nal) reheating temperature tends to be quite low, and it often falls inthe MeV range. Therefore it is of great importane to study the possible e�ets of varyingthe e�etive number of the relativisti partiles on the osmologial observations, not onlyto make the standard osmology more established, but also to probe and onstrain a ertainlass of models in the partile physis/osmology.Reent preise observations of the CMB anisotropies and LSS make it possible to mea-sure the relativisti degree of freedom in the universe through its e�ets on the growth ofosmologial perturbations. These e�ets ome from the fat that the density perturba-tion does not grow (the gravitational potential deays) during the radiation-dominated era.Spei�ally, more relativisti degree of freedom auses more early integrated Sahs-Wolfee�et on the CMB power spetrum, whih leads to higher �rst peak height. Also, sine itdelays the epoh of the matter-radiation equality and makes the horizon at that time larger,the turnover position of the matter power spetrum is shifted to larger sales and the powerat smaller sales are suppressed. Therefore, by observing CMB and LSS, we an measurethe relativisti degree of freedom during the struture formation. In detail, assuming thesmallest sale relevant to our observations to be about 5Mp, sine the struture formationof that sale begins around the temperature T � 20 eV (at whih the sale enters the hori-zon), these observations probe the relativisti degree of freedom at T . 20 eV. Thus, CMB2



and LSS an measure the relativisti degree of freedom independently of another well-knownprobe, BBN, whih measures it in muh earlier universe around T = O(MeV).In this paper, we analyze the most reent data sets of CMB and LSS, respetively usingthe Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) 3-year data [8, 9, 10, 11℄ and theSloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) luminous red galaxies (LRGs) power spetrum data [12℄,and would like to disuss the onstraints from them. The WMAP data now an give learfeatures of the �rst and seond peaks of the CMB power spetrum. In partiular, thepreision around the �rst peak has been already osmi variane dominated and so has beenthe measurement of the early integrated Sahs-Wolfe e�et. However, this is not the ase forthe measurement of the relativisti degree of freedom sine it is almost ompletely degeneratewith the value of the matter density. We would like to demonstrate this degeneray by theWMAP data alone analysis. Then, as is well known, sine the matter power spetrumhas somewhat di�erent degeneray pattern from the CMB, it is broken by ombining theCMB with the matter power spetrum data. We would like to see how and how muhthe degeneray is broken by adding the matter power of the SDSS LRG sample. Relatedanalyses of earlier data sets are found for example in Refs. [13, 14, 15℄ using pre-WMAPdata, in Refs. [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄ using WMAP 1st year data, and [8, 22, 23, 24℄ usingWMAP 3-year data, with various ombinations of astrophysial data sets and priors forosmologial parameters.The new point of our analysis on the relativisti degree of freedom in the universe is to usethe power spetrum of the SDSS LRGs [12℄. Although there are similar analyses using thepower spetrum of the SDSS main galaxies [25℄ and/or the one of the 2dF Galaxy RedshiftSurvey (2dFGRS) [26℄, it is important to revisit the issue with the new power spetrum data.This is beause not only have the LRGs more statistial onstraining power (the e�etivevolume of the LRG survey is about 6 times larger than that of the SDSS main galaxy sampleand over 10 times larger than that of the 2dFGRS [12℄), but also there seems to have been atension between the power spetra of the 2dFGRS and the SDSS main galaxies [26, 27℄. Thedisrepant measurements of the relativisti degree of freedom between these two samples asfound in Refs. [8, 22℄ (we show the result of Ref. [22℄ in Table II. Compare the 4th and5th lines) are onsidered to be aused by this tension in the power spetra. It is shownin Ref. [27℄ that the disrepany is due to the sale dependent bias whih was not takeninto aount in the SDSS main galaxy analysis. The LRG analysis in Ref. [12℄ models this3



e�et of sale dependent bias in the same way as the 2dFGRS analysis and they found theextrated osmologial parameters, espeially the matter density, are in exellent agreementwith those from WMAP alone and WMAP+2dFGRS. Therefore, it is useful and of greatimportane to investigate the relativisti degree of freedom using the LRG power spetrumand see whether the disrepany in its derived value from the two galaxy surveys is resolvedto give a reliable onstraint.1We desribe our analysis method in Se. II and our results are presented in Se. III. InSe. IV, we briey review a osmologial senario with low (MeV-sale) reheating tempera-ture and explain how the relativisti degree of freedom is modi�ed ompared to the standardase. In Se. V, we disuss our result in relation to previous works and see how muh theurrent observations allow the relativisti omponent of the universe to deviate from thevalue in the standard osmology. We also emphasize its impliation for the lower bound onthe reheating temperature.II. ANALYSISThe quantity we try to onstrain in this paper is the e�etive number of neutrino speies,N�, whih is widely used to quantify the energy density of the relativisti omponent inthe early universe. It is given by N� = (�rel � �)=��;thm, where � is the photon energydensity, �rel is the total energy density of photons, three ative speies of neutrinos andextra relativisti ontribution, and ��;thm is de�ned as ��;thm = (7�2=120)(4=11)4=3T 4 usingthe photon temperature T after the eletron-positron annihilation. ��;thm orresponds tothe energy density of a single speies of neutrino assuming that neutrinos are ompletelydeoupled from the eletromagneti plasma before the eletron-positron annihilation takesplae and they obey Fermi-Dira distribution.We onstrain N� in the at �CDM universe with the initial perturbation power spetrumwhih is adiabati and desribed by power law. This model has 6 osmologial parameters,the baryon density !b, the matter density !m, the normalized Hubble onstant h, the reion-ization optial depth � , the salar spetral index of primordial perturbation power spetrum1 At present, the sale dependent bias is modeled in a very phenomenologial manner and more detailedmodeling is onsidered to be required. However, this is the on-going issue in the ommunity and beyondthe sope of our paper. 4



ns and its amplitude A (! = 
h2, where 
 is the energy density normalized by the ritialdensity). Theoretial CMB and matter power spetra are alulated by the CMBFAST ode[28℄ and �2 by the likelihood odes of the WMAP 3-year data [9, 10, 11℄ and of the SDSSLRG power spetrum data [12℄. We apply modeling of non-linearity and sale dependentbias as in Ref. [12℄ to the linear matter power spetrum before �tting to the LRG data. Sinewe omit the proess of \dewiggling" (whih is found to be justi�ed in Se. III), this modelinghas two parameters, galaxy bias fator b and non-linear orretion fator Qnl. Spei�ally,we onnet the linear matter power spetrum Plin(k) and the galaxy power spetrum Pgal(k)by Pgal(k) = b2 1 +Qnl k21 + 1:4 k Plin(k): (1)We alulate the �2 as funtions of N� by marginalizing over the above parameters (6parameters for WMAP alone and 8 for WMAP+SDSS). The marginalization is arried outby the Brent minimization [29℄ modi�ed to be appliable to multi-dimension parameter spaeas desribed in Ref. [30℄.III. RESULTWe show the results of �2 minimization in Fig. 1. We give the values of some of thebest �t osmologial parameters as funtions of N� in Fig. 2. We have heked that theresults for standard three neutrino speies agree with the WMAP [8℄ and SDSS [12℄ groups'analyses. For the WMAP 3-year alone ase, it has been heked in Ref. [31℄ that the best �t�2 and parameters agree. With regard to WMAP and LRG ombined analysis, our best �tparameter values for three neutrino speies are !b = 0:0222� 0:0007, !m = 0:1288� 0:0044,h = 0:718� 0:018, � = 0:088� 0:029, ns = 0:958� 0:016, �8 = 0:770� 0:033 (we report here�8 instead of A to ompare with Ref. [12℄), b = 1:877 � 0:065 and Qnl = 30:4 � 3:5. Theentral values fall well within the 1� ranges of the onstraints derived in Ref. [12℄ and the1� errors are almost idential to those quoted in Ref. [12℄. This empirially shows that the\dewiggling" we mentioned in Se. II for the non-linear modeling an safely be negleted asis doumented in the likelihood ode of Ref. [12℄. This makes sense as follows. Sine theproess of the dewiggling mainly dereases the amplitude of the aousti osillations in thematter power spetrum, it mostly a�ets the parameter estimation of !b. However, !b is5



FIG. 1: ��2 as funtions of N� . The red solid line uses the WMAP 3-year data alone and thegreen dashed line uses WMAP 3-year and SDSS LRG power spetrum.more preisely determined by the CMB when we do the ombined analysis so negleting thedewiggling does not a�et muh the parameter estimation using the present galaxy lusteringdata.The limits orresponding to ��2 = 4 are N� < 25 for WMAP 3-year alone and0:8 < N� < 8:0 for WMAP and SDSS LRG ombined. Sine �2 funtions show someasymmetri features, we derive 95% on�dene limits by integrating the likelihood fun-tions L = exp(���2=2). This yields 95% C.L. bound of N� < 42 for WMAP alone and0:9 < N� < 8:2 for WMAP+LRG.We observe that the CMB alone onstraint is very weak and the LSS data signi�antlyredues the allowed region. We note that our WMAP 3-year limit is somewhat weaker thanthe earlier onstraints quoted as CMB alone limit [14, 15, 16, 18, 19℄, even though theyuse data before the WMAP 3-year release. We ompiled them in Table I. For example,Ref. [16℄ has derived N� < 9 (95% C.L.) using the WMAP 1-year data alone, muh morestringent than our bound N� < 42. We an asribe this apparent disrepany to the prior on6



h adopted by Ref. [16℄, h < 0:9, whih a�ets N� onstraint through the well-known h�N�degeneray. We �nd this degeneray in our analysis too as in Fig. 2 (b) (although we showthe result for N� � 10, for example, N� = 22 an �t the WMAP 3-year data with h � 1:3).They are positively orrelated whih is explained as follows. The e�et of inreasing N� onCMB power spetrum is anelled by inreasing !m so that the epoh of matter-radiationequality ours at the same redshift. Then, h has to be inreased so that 
m � 0:25 leadingto aousti peaks at observed positions in the at universe. These features are expliitlydemonstrated by the solid lines in Fig. 2 (a){().The degeneray is broken by adding LSS information as is learly seen in Fig. 1. This anbe understood by another well-known fat that the shape of the matter power spetrum isdetermined by the ombination 
mh rather than !m = 
mh2. When !m is varied, obviouslyit is impossible to �nd h whih preserves both 
m and 
mh. Thus, when we try to �t theCMB and LSS simultaneously, h faes the dilemma of �tting the CMB (
m) or the LSS(
mh). We an see this in the panels () and (d) of Fig. 2.Our �nal result, the onstraint on N� from the WMAP 3-year CMB power spetrum andthe SDSS LRG power spetrum, an be summarized as0:9 < N� < 8:2 or N� = 3:1+5:1�2:2 (2)at 95% C.L., whose enter value is quite lose to the standard model of three ative neutrinospeies. We will be disussing the onstraint in onnetion with other works in Se. V.TABLE I: Summary of CMB alone limits.CMB data 95% limit Prior on hHannestad [14℄ pre-WMAP N� < 19 or 24 0:4 < h < 0:9Bowen et al. [15℄ pre-WMAP 0:04 < N� < 13:37 0:4 < h < 0:95, h = 0:65� 0:2 GaussianCrotty et al. [16℄ WMAP1 N� < 9 0:5 < h < 0:9Hannestad [18℄ WMAP1 N� < 8:8 0:5 < h < 0:85Barger et al. [19℄ WMAP1 0:9 < N� < 8:3 0:64 < h < 0:8This paper WMAP3 N� < 42 NONE
7



FIG. 2: The best �t values of some of the osmologial parameters as funtions of N� . The redsolid lines are for the WMAP 3-year data alone and the green dashed lines are for WMAP 3-yearand SDSS LRG power spetrum ombined.IV. EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF NEUTRINOS IN THE UNIVERSE WITH LOWREHEATING TEMPERATUREBefore we move on to disuss our result in the next setion, it will be useful to review thelow (MeV-sale) reheating senario. In this senario, the e�etive number of neutrinos N�an deviate from the standard value. We would like to briey explain this senario and howN� and the reheating temperature TR are related. For more details, we refer to Refs. [5, 6℄.The standard big bang model assumes that the universe was one dominated by thermalradiation omposed of photons, eletrons, neutrinos, and their antipartiles. The reheatingtemperature is the temperature at whih the universe beomes suh radiation dominatedstate and it is usually assumed to be so high that every partile speies is in thermalequilibrium. In partiular, neutrinos are onsidered to obey Fermi distribution.8



FIG. 3: Taken from the alulation in Ref. [6℄. (a) The relation between the e�etive neutrinonumber N� and the reheating temperature TR. (b) The solid line shows the 4He abundaneYp as a funtion of the reheating temperature TR. The dashed line is alulated with Fermidistributed neutrinos with N� of the panel (a) (namely, only the hange in the expansion rate dueto the inomplete thermalization is taken into aount). The baryon-to-photon ratio is �xed at� = 5� 10�10.What if the reheating temperature is lower, say, several MeV? In ontrast to eletronsthat are always (at least until the temperature drops below a few eV) in thermal ontatwith photons via eletromagneti fores, neutrinos interat with eletrons and themselvesonly through the weak interation. The deoupling temperature of the neutrinos shouldbe around 3 MeV for the eletron neutrinos and 5 MeV for the muon and tau neutrinos,respetively (the di�erene omes from the fat that the eletron neutrinos have additionalharged urrent interation with eletrons). Therefore the neutrinos might not be fullythermalized and lead to N� < 3 if the reheating temperature is in the MeV range.In fat, the reheating temperature as low as a few MeV an be found in many osmologialsenarios. To avoid the overprodution of the unwanted relis suh as the gravitinos, oneneeds to require the reheating temperature low enough 2. In extreme ases it may be inthe MeV range. Further, the thermal history of the universe may not be so simple thatthe universe might have underwent several stages of the reheating, and the �nal reheating2 This is the ase if the gravitinos are thermally produed [32, 33℄. On the other hand, when the gravitinosare non-thermally produed by inaton deay, lower reheating temperature leads to more gravitinos,making the gravitino-overprodution severer [34, 35, 36, 37℄.9



temperature may be very low. For instane, late-time entropy prodution [7℄ is one of theplausible ways to solve problems assoiated with the unwanted relis, and the reheatingtemperature often falls in the MeV sale.In Ref. [6℄, we have alulated how muh neutrinos are thermalized when TR = O(MeV)and have derived the relation between TR and N� whih is shown in Fig. 3 (a). Spei�ally,we have solved numerially the momentum dependent Boltzmann equations for neutrinodensity matrix, fully taking aount of neutrino osillations. For later onveniene, we alsoshow the 4He abundane Yp in the MeV reheating senario in Fig. 3 (b). It should be notedthat Yp inreases while N� dereases in this senario. This is in ontrast to the onventionalnon-standard N� senario where dereasing N� aompanies dereasing Yp. The di�ereneours as follows. Sine the latter assumes the thermal (Fermi) distribution for neutrinos asin the standard osmology, only the expansion rate is modi�ed and partiularly it has theneutron-proton onversion rate idential to the standard one. Meanwhile, sine the MeVreheating senario makes the neutrino distribution less thermalized one, the neutron-protononversion rate is signi�antly modi�ed in addition to the expansion rate. To eluidate thee�et of the modi�ed neutron-proton onversion rate, we draw the dashed line in Fig. 3 (b)whih expresses (�titious) Yp when we inlude only the hange in the expansion rate.We an now onvert our onstraint on N�, Eq. (2), into the lower bound on TR usingFig. 3 (a): TR > 2MeV: (3)We will disuss this CMB+LSS onstraint on TR, paying partiular attention to the om-parison with BBN bound, in the next setion.V. DISCUSSIONWe have shown that new data of the SDSS LRG power spetrum an onsiderably shrinkthe allowed region of N� from the one obtained using the WMAP 3-year data alone by afator of six. In terms of the extra relativisti partile speies other than three speies ofative neutrinos, the LRG data redues the upper limit by a fator � 7:5, from 39 to 5.2.Moreover, ombining with the LRG data gives a �nite lower limit on the e�etive neutrinonumber, N� > 0:9. This translates into the lower bound on the reheating temperature of10



the universe, TR > 2 MeV as desribed in Se. IV.A omparison to Ref. [22℄ who has reported the onstraints using earlier data sets is inorder. They have provided onstraints on N� using various ombinations of osmologialdata sets, whih we ompiled in Table II. We an summarize their �nding that their Ly�data [38℄ and/or the galaxy lustering power spetrum data from the SDSS main sample [25℄prefer N� > 3 at more than 95% on�dene level whereas the 2dF galaxy power spetrum[26℄ does not show suh a non-standard feature. Our new onstraint is quite similar to thelatter, WMAP3+2dF(+supernovae) onstraint of N� = 3:2+3:6�2:3 (95% C.L.). This result isreasonable sine the SDSS main galaxy power favors signi�antly higher value of 
m thanthe 2dF power [8℄ but the SDSS LRG power gives 
m whih is lose to the 2dF value[12℄. The robustness of the estimation of 
m from the SDSS LRG lustering is thoroughlytested by means of the power spetrum shape [39℄ and the baryon aousti osillations [40℄.Sine galaxy lustering basially measures the matter-radiation equality, this robustness isonsidered to be transferred to our estimation of N�. We an onlude that although theonstraints from both galaxy surveys has onverged with entral values around the standardvalue of three, allowed regions are large enough to over the onstraints obtained with Ly�forest data whose entral values are around 5. We have to wait for more study on theLy� forest analysis and future CMB/LSS observations (the PLANCK sensitivity for N� isforeasted to be 0.2, see e.g. Ref. [41℄) to see whether the present Ly� data would hint fornon-standard physis.3A osmologial onstraint on N� an also be obtained from the primordial 4He abundaneYp. While 4He has logarithmi dependene on the baryon-to-phton ratio �, the only parame-ter in the standard BBN, it is very sensitive to N� sine it modi�es the expansion rate duringthe BBN period and shifts the epoh of the neutron-to-proton ratio freeze-out. The deu-terium, D, onstrains these parameters almost in the opposite manner. It is quite sensitiveto � but has only mild dependene on N�. More details are found in e.g. Refs. [13, 19, 43℄.Atually, the BBN bound is more onventional than the struture formation onstraint but ithas somewhat hekered history sine it is very diÆult to estimate systemati errors for de-riving the primordial abundane from 4He observations. Although the D abundane is often3 It may suggest that the e�etive number of neutrinos inreases after BBN. In Ref. [42℄, it is shown thatsuh senario is feasible by deaying partiles. 11



TABLE II: Comparison of N� onstraints using various data set ombinations. \All" refers toWMAP3 + other CMB + Ly� + galaxy power spetrum (SDSS main sample + 2dF) + SDSSbaryon aousti osillation (BAO) + Supernovae Ia (SN). See Ref. [22℄ for details.95% limit Data setSeljak et al. [22℄ N� = 5:3+2:1�1:7 AllN� = 4:8+1:6�1:4 All + HSTN� = 6:0+2:9�2:4 All � BAON� = 3:9+2:1�1:7 All � Ly�N� = 7:8+2:3�3:2 WMAP3+SN+SDSS(main)N� = 3:2+3:6�2:3 WMAP3+SN+2dFN� = 5:2+2:1�1:8 All-2dF-SDSS(main)This paper N� = 3:1+5:1�2:2 WMAP3+SDSS(LRG)onsidered to more robustly probe the primordial abundane, sine it does not have muhsensitivity on N� as mentioned above, systemati errors for N� estimation are dominated bythose of 4He. For example, reent studies have shown the importane of underlying stellarabsorption [44, 45℄. This leads to signi�ant inrease in Yp and enlarged errors. Therefore,the most reent N� onstraints N� = 3:14+0:70�0:65 (68% C.L.) [43℄ has a higher entral value andlarger errors than the earlier results. Nevertheless, the urrent BBN bound is signi�antlytighter than our WMAP+LRG bound and is ompletely overed by our bound (this is notthe ase for a so-alled MeV reheating senario. The signi�ane of BBN and CMB/LSSis reversed in this senario. We omment on it below). At this stage, we an say thatthe present CMB plus galaxy lustering data provides a omplementary onstraint to theBBN. Our analysis shows onsisteny between the onstraints derived from totally di�erentphysial proesses and at distant epohs providing a strong support for standard osmology,but relatively large error bars still leave some room for non-standard physis.Lastly, let us omment on the impliation of our results for MeV-sale reheating senar-ios. Sine the reheating temperature is an important but not yet known parameter thatharaterizes the early evolution of the universe, it is valuable to derive an observationalonstraint. As shown in Se. IV, our estimation of N� , in partiular the lower bound of12



N�, provides us with the lower bound on the reheating temperature as TR > 2 MeV, onewe use the relation between N� and the reheating temperature given in Ref. [6℄. We au-tion that on the ontrary to CMB+LSS bound, the lower bound on N� obtained from Ypsuh as the one of Ref. [43℄ we quoted above annot be taken at fae value. This is es-sentially beause N� < 3 in low-reheating senario implies not only less radiation densitybut also less neutron-to-proton onversion rate, whih greatly a�et the 4He yields by BBN.The latter e�et was not taken into aount when deriving the bound on N� in Ref. [43℄.That is why it annot be applied to the MeV-sale reheating senarios. It turns out thatYp = 0:249� 0:009 [43, 44℄, whih does not rejet relatively large value of Yp, does not givemeaningful lower bound on TR (see Fig. 3 (b) ). To derive a lower bound on TR from BBNdata alone, one needs a onrete upper bound on the 4He abundane, whih is diÆult toobtain due to a possibly large systemati error. More detailed disussion is given in Ref. [6℄.At present, CMB+LSS do better job in setting lower bound on TR. It is quite intriguingthat we have obtained the lower bound TR > 2 MeV, whih is just before BBN begins, evenwithout resort to the BBN data. This is beause the deoupling of the weak interationsaidentally ours immediately before the BBN epoh. Due to this oinidene, we wereable to derive the onrete and tight bound on TR. So far, it has been onsidered that theobservations on the light-element abundanes are indispensable to probe the BBN epoh.However, our results unambiguously show that one an extrat informations on the universeat T = O(MeV) by CMB+LSS data, and that one doesn't have to rely on the observedlight-element abundanes, whih may have large systemati errors. When the PLANCKdata beomes available, the lower bound an be improved up to � 5MeV, the deouplingtemperature of the muon and tau neutrinos.
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